SAP Fiori UX Design and Build Challenge

Story
Maria is an asset accountant in a public administration department. She manages all assets and makes regular reports for CFO.
Of course she has deadlines for these reports and they are very important for her and her managers. For these reports she has to
make regular physical inventory on all assets in public administration. For the purpose of physical inventory she has to print lists of
assets for each public administration building in her department, then to walk through these buildings, find all assets and mark in
her papers that she has found an asset and to add comments if needed. This is a hard work because she has to walk a lot as
buildings are far away one from another and often there are problems, because Maria has to go back in head office because she
has forgotten to print some lists or some lists got lost or just to check asset value or other information from asset master records in
SAP system. Another problem is searching in these long lists with hundreds of assets so to find the proper one, to recognize it and
to mark it found. This is a total waste of time and she needs solution to make her work more efficient, otherwise she will not be able
to prepare reports according deadlines.
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